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Purpose & Motivation
Marine Robotics at the University of Hawai`i (MRUH) is a team
that consists of mechanical and electrical engineers who are
dedicated to providing students with opportunities to explore their
interests in marine robotics. In this past year, MRUH has designed and
built an autonomous surface vehicle (ASV) to compete in the 2014
RoboBoat competition. ASVs provide a maneuverable platform for
sensors to gather and report information. Typical ASV tasks such as
visual reconnaissance, acoustic locating, and navigation are replicated
in competition tasks. Our boat was built with the electrical side
in charge of the sensors and control theory and the mechanical side
responsible for the propulsion, hull, frame, and sonar arm.
Design Objectives
1. Design and manufacture a lightweight ASV that maintains an ideal
thrust to weight ratio to compete at RoboBoat 2014.
2. Construct an ASV that has the operational capabilities to complete
all preliminary and mission tasks at competition.

RoboBoat
Association for Unmanned Vehicle
Systems International’s (AUVSI)
RoboBoat competition will be held
July 8-13, 2014 and consists of the
following tasks:
• Weight and Thrust Tests
• Navigation and Obstacle
Avoidance
• Acoustic Beacon Positioning
• Automated Docking
• Underwater Light Identification

Figure 1: Layout of Competition Tasks at Virginia Beach

Sonar Arm
Targets
1. Deploy and retract a packet of sensors.
2. Packet must be completely out of water when retracted and extend
deeper than the motors when deployed.
3. The sensors and their uses are:
a. Three hydrophones for acoustic beacon positioning
b. One web camera for underwater light identification

HULL &
FRAME

SONAR ARM

Targets
1. Design a system that can deliver a high thrust to weight ratio
2. Determine a motor configuration for movement in all desired
degrees of freedom with an emphasis on rotation

PROPULSION
HARDWARE &
SOFTWARE

Figure 2: System Diagram of the Boat Structure

Hull and Frame
Targets
1. Design and manufacture lightweight hulls for streamlined motion
through water at a speed of 3 knots
2. Reduce the wetted surface area while displacing the correct
amount of volume for sufficient buoyancy given the design weight
of less than 70 lbs
Design
1. Catamaran
• Buoyancy and Stability
• Maneuverability
• Drag
• Flow Characterization
2. Modular Platform Integration
• Ease of Assembly
• Interchangeability
Hull Specifications
Manufacturing:
• Fiberglass & Epoxy Layup
• Ribbed Foam Core
Hull Speed: 3.012 knots

Propulsion

Design
1. Sevylor SBM18 Trolling Motor
• Adequate Propulsion
• Lightweight
• Cost-effective
2. Angled Motors Configuration
• Speed
• Agility
• Stability
3. Rice Nozzle Motor Shroud
• Propeller Efficiency
• Propeller Safety
Figure 4: Motor with Shroud

Testing
Static testing was done to determine the thrust force at varying
percentages of maximum voltage. This was used to provide drag
analysis at the static state.
Motor A (old propeller)
Motor B (new propeller)
Boat

50 %
3.91
4.08
14.44

Average Forward Thrust (lbf)
70 %
6.11
6.78
23.44

100 %
9.80
10.16
37.51

Conclusion
Through this engaging experience in designing and building an ASV,
the members of MRUH have gained priceless knowledge in working in
an interdisciplinary group. In particular, the mechanical group has
learned real-world skills related to:
• Computer-aided drawing and analysis
• Design and manufacturing processes
• Testing methods
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